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The ANCHI Crystal Story
Sometimes the most amazing discoveries come from the most unlikely sources. Such is the case with ANCHI Crystals.
The story began several years ago when two women in their fifties were interested in bringing bath minerals to replicate
natural mineral hot springs to spas and homes. They needed a source that would be free from any toxic elements. With
that in mind, they secured a geographical location, and even secured patents for this concept. Little did they know, an
amazing adventure of discovery had just begun.
The first inkling of this adventure began with a call from the Netherlands and a question, “Do you know if these minerals
organize water?” The answer was...no, the women did not know. The request was made to send a sample to London.
The response stated that the minerals did indeed organize water, but the women did not know exactly what that meant.
They then learned that when water was exposed to the minerals from the ANCHI site its molecules aligned themselves in
such a way that created a more beneficial and healthful water. The women were curious to learn more.
There was much information on the internet from plastic surgeons, professional athletes, and health conscious
practitioners all expounding the positive bio-benefits of organized or “living” water. At the time, the price for such water
ranged from $8 to $64 an ounce. An ounce is equivalent to a kitchen tablespoon. The women, after discovering that the
minerals from their site also organized water thought “Here we are taking baths in this valuable water and pouring it
down the drain!” They also noticed that the commercially available “improved” waters were technologically produced in
labs rather than the way that Nature would organize – through crystalline minerals such as the ANCHI site.
Based upon the broad spectrum of possibilities gleaned from the internet, one of the women mixed sparkling, glitter-sized
ANCHI Crystals into a facial mask. By the time the mask dried, she looked 10-years younger and her skin radiated with
renewed vibrancy. This eventually led to the development of Annaé Geoceutical Skin Care products, which utilize the
minerals under the trade name of POME Crystals, making these rejuvenating benefits available to every skin type.
Seeing was believing, which activated their curiosity to learn more. They returned to their affiliate in the Netherlands,
and asked where the best researchers in this area of science could be found. They were told to attend the ISSSEEM
(International Society for the study of Subtle Energies & Energy Medicine) Conference in Boulder, Colorado, the town
where they had just moved! To their amazement, the Conference was to take place in 10 days, which was perfect timing
for them.
The best researcher the women found at the ISSSEEM Conference was a scientist for the former USSR, Dr. Konstantin
Korotkov, who had developed software to document subtle energies and life force in several categories. The USSR led the
US in research on subtle energies. Dr. Korotkov’s software is used primarily in hospitals in Russia. After examining the
ANCHI Crystals, the scientist asked if he could use water that had been exposed to the crystals in his presentation for
the Conference. He first showed waters sent to him from different parts of the world, including technologically organized
water. He then tested the local water, which originated from the pristine Colorado Mountains, but when treated with
chemicals, showed no life force, and was black on the large presentation screens. Next was the drop of water exposed to
ANCHI Crystals. There was a large star of moving white light on the screen that was repeated 5 times in succession. There
was an audible gasp throughout the audience!
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A sample of the “community” of over 50 crystals that came from the ANCHI site was then sent to Russia for further
examination. Five types of waters were tested, including distilled, purified for cosmetics, spring water, Evian, and Holy
Water. Holy Water was from a European spring that came up from the Earth naturally organized. Dr. Korotkov doubted if
ANCHI Crystals could raise its life force – but they did. The geological rarity of the ANCHI Crystal site had already been
discussed by University of New Orleans professor, Dr. Al Falser. Now additional properties were being documented.
As more information was collected, the women began to develop a strong sense of stewardship toward the site. They
secured the mineral rights to the additional acreage around the original mine to ensure its miraculous properties would
be held in honor. They utilized everything they gathered from their mine with integrity. They chose to preserve the
synergy of the community of crystals, which were found to be formed near the beginning of Earth’s history, unlike most
minerals, which are millions of years younger. As usual mining methods go, one mineral, or a few, are valued and the
rest discarded as worthless. The women’s approach was very different. Every form of crystalline mineral they found was
honored.
Later the women would learn of the possibility of a vortex-like geomagnetic field above the site that was so strong it could
imprint the ground below with its own powerful electromagnetic properties. This bestowed the minerals at the site with
epitaxial attributes, which is the ability to store, template, and exactly transfer the benefits of the original geo-imprint™.
This energetic imprint is the source of the ANCHI field and the ANCHI Crystals’ uniqueness.
The women also learned that every site on earth has its own specific geomagnetic field that is like a thumbprint and is not
duplicated anywhere else in the world. Generally those fields are very weak. They are so weak, that if minerals are present,
the field generated by the minerals is stronger than the field generated by the geomagnetics. However, at the ANCHI
site, the geomagnetic field is so strong that the opposite seems to be true. It is the energetic field and the encoding of the
minerals associated with this particular site that creates the exceptional power of the ANCHI field.
Eastern philosophies have a long tradition of honoring the mystical energetic effect called Chi. For oriental cultures, there
is no need for explanations by western scientists. To these wise people, ANCHI Crystals and the ANCHI field possess Chi,
and therefore have Life Force. One Life Force will benefit another Life Force. Deriving the benefits from the Chi in the
ANCHI field is readily accepted in those cultures. In India, this energy would be called Shakti and has been revered as
creative Life Force for thousands of years.
In the summer of 2006, the women were contacted by a software company, which documents energy fields and charkas
(biological energy centers). The company spoke of an upcoming tradeshow. The women had seen the effects of the ANCHI
field on the biological energy centers with similar software, and knew that chakras and the body’s energetic fields would
begin to function in a synchronized, optimum state within moments after being exposed to ANCHI. One of the women
offered ANCHI Crystals in a fabric pouch for the demonstration. Thus began the journey of the ANCHI Crystal Pouch
that is now available to the public.
In addition to the person at the trade show, a small number of pouches were distributed to other people. The results were
amazing. Every person who was drawn to ANCHI had a personal story to tell. The women decided to produce pouches
containing ANCHI Crystals and allow their story to unfold. From these accounts comes the greatest ANCHI Story. It
is the collective story of not only the Crystal’s history but also of all those who use ANCHI Crystals, and the discovery
of how they benefit their lives. Every day new methods are explored, and there are more and more people who become
contributors to the greater ANCHI Story. By enhancing each of our lives, ANCHI Crystals enhanced the world.

Questions and Answers
ANCHI Crystals come to us from the beginning of time as a rare offering from the Earth. As such, ANCHI Crystals
hold the Codes, Wisdom, and Alignments of the Original Plan. They are capable of enhancing one’s ability to live in
an Optimum State. This Optimum State is a combination of many factors. In today’s world few of us have a life style
that creates and nourishes this state of being. External stress as well as internal stress is an everyday fact of life. Even
if we had the perfect stress-free lifestyle, the Earth’s electromagnetic fields, with which our personal electromagnetic
fields interact, have been compromised by dramatic changes since the beginning of the electronic age.
Where can I go for physical restoration and still maintain my lifestyle and busy schedule?
ANCHI, which is the field around ANCHI Crystals, quickly addresses your energy patterns and flows, your
electrical fields, and other aspects to create cohesiveness, or wholeness, simply by being within close proximity
to them. ANCHI does not require focus or meditation. ANCHI soothes and smoothes out the effects of stress,
and reinstates your naturally ordained electromagnetic fields. When you operate in cohesiveness, you have more
productivity and a greater sense of well-being.
Why do I need ANCHI?
Your body runs on electricity. A healthy electrical system is required for healing to occur. What you eat and the
supplements you take are important; however, the systems that run your body are electrical. For thousands of
years, eastern medicine has addressed the electrical as well as the chemical aspects of the physical body. Western
science and medicine has only recently begun to acknowledge and address this important area. In the western
world, Robert Becker, M.D., was a pioneer in the study of electrical properties of our bodies. When we feel “out
of sorts” the problem is usually more electrical than chemical. ANCHI gently support the electrical systems
and fields surrounding our bodies. The principles utilized by ANCHI are in the area of physics rather than
chemistry. The definition of physics is the study of matter, energy, and the interactions between them.
How does ANCHI benefit me?
In today’s world, time and convenience are tremendous benefits. We all want to live in the optimum state of
wholeness. We realize it is important yet most of us do not dedicate time to achieving it. We need a way to
quickly obtain the optimum state that fit our lifestyle and schedule. Even people who are dedicated practioners
of meditation and yoga find that ANCHI helps maintain the desired energy flows to a greater degree throughout
the day.
We also are impacted by our computers and other electronic devices that interfere with our electromagnetic
fields. Disturbed electromagnetic fields in the environment also contribute to our compromised personal fields.
Stress and stressful times also create negative impacts. ANCHI provides a source for a naturally harmonized
field, which supports these important systems and is so important under modern conditions.
Can you talk more about why ANCHI is so important?
We think of our health in terms of food, nutrients, water, and exercise. This approach leaves out the electrical
systems of the body. The importance of these systems can perhaps be best explained by realizing that the
moment a person relinquishes life, their body still has the same nutrients as before, the same water as before, the
same muscle mass as before. Everything is the same except their electrical systems have shut down.
This is how important these systems are.
You can have cancer and still be alive.

You can have a heart condition and still be alive.
You can be in a serious accident and still be alive.
You cannot have your electrical systems stop and still be alive. Now that they are stressed more than ever, it is
absolutely necessary to support them. They are the missing link to establishing and maintaining good health. It
raises the question: What are we doing as a daily maintenance to support these crucial systems? Everyone needs
ANCHI every day. It is not just people with pains and health issues who need ANCHI every day.
Do you believe ANCHI crystals have the capacity to heal?
We believe ANCHI Crystals and the ANCHI field affect the body’s energy centers, electrical systems, energy
patterns, and fields in a positive and unifying way. We believe that operating in “wholeness” is fundamental to
mental, emotional, spiritual, and physical well-being. We believe that in wholeness we are naturally connected to
the greater Whole, and this is as it was originally intended. We believe that by facilitating this Optimum State,
the body naturally heals itself. ANCHI supports the Optimum States allowing the physical and nonphysical
aspects to self-correct naturally.
What does the name ANCHI mean?
ANCHI (pronounced AHH-n-chi) is an acronym for “Ancient Chi”. Chi is the name for the vital force thought to
be inherent in all things according to Chinese doctrines as well as an increasing number of western perspectives.
The unimpeded circulation of Chi is held to be essential to good health in traditional Chinese medicine. The
Ancient Chi referred to in the name ANCHI is the 1.6 million-year-old geological imprint containing the
original ordained life-building energy patterns of Earth. These patterns were transferred and encoded into the
community of over 50 different minerals found at the unique ANCHI Crystal site. The beneficial properties of
the ANCHI field around the crystals positively affect whatever body that is near them, be it human, animal,
plant, or water.
Has the ANCHI Life Force or Chi been documented?
Yes, the ANCHI field has been studied in several ways. Initially, ANCHI Crystals were tested to document
their ability to create vitality in water by Dr. Konstantin Korotkov, a physicist at St. Petersburg State Technical
University in Russia. Dr. Korotkov is known internationally for his development of GDV software, which
documents bio-physics. The primary use of GDV software in Russia is in hospitals. This innovative technology is
also well known for studies with mineral and water.
Five types of water were tested after being exposed to these remarkable crystals. In every case, the vitality was
increased significantly! The test stated that the “increased energy” was due to the crystals’ ability to organize the
molecules in the water. Our bodies are mostly composed of water. The same university studied the beneficial
effect of ANCHI Crystals on human skin and also when soaking the body in water exposed to the crystals.
Dr. Claude Swanson conducted tests at Penn State that documented that the active mechanism of ANCHI
Crystals was the field around them. Dr. Swanson is a physicist with degrees from M.I.T. and Princeton
Universities. Tests on water samples showed significant changes in the Raman spectrum of water exposed in
the Crystals versus the control water. These are standard tests in physics. The Raman spectrum results firmly
addressed any questions as to whether the active mechanism of ANCHI Crystals was physics or chemistry! The
report stated, “This experiment is a very clean simple demonstration that exposure to ANCHI Crystals alters
the structure of water, and the means for this effect is not chemical.” Dr. Swanson’s evaluation stated that other
Raman spectrum experiments with healers and healing springs showed similar results. Dr. Swanson’s conclusion
was that it was “the subtle energy, the ‘chi’, from the crystals which pass through the glass and affects the water”.

The crystals were also tested for their ability to hydrate skin in women ranging from 20 to 60 years old. Again,
positive benefits were documented. ANCHI Crystals were then added to popular skin creams. They were given
27 minutes to raise hydration levels higher than the same cream without the crystals. In every case, hydrating
levels were significantly higher.
Subsequent to these tests, A Skin Line was developed utilizing the crystals under a trade name. The powerful
benefits of the crystals are dramatically revealed with only one 30-minute Annaé Geoceutical Crystalline
Masque. The products are available through spas, medical skin clinics, and online at www.lighterliving.org.
People all over the world are discovering their skin has the ability to remember its optimum state.
Informal testing has also been conducted with software designed to verify the effect of ANCHI on chakras and
energy fields. According to the practitioner conducting the tests, the chakras synchronize in less than 5 minutes.
According to the practitioner, ANCHI interacted with each person individually. If a person was sick, many
stars of white light were seen in their energy field when they held the ANCHI Crystals. If the person were well,
the ANCHI field would begin sequences of harmonizing cycles through their energy centers/chakras. People’s
energy fields went into balance. If they were overcharged, the field calmed. If they were undercharged, their field
gained more energy. Each person benefits according to their needs in that moment.
How do ANCHI Crystals work?
Prof. Rustum Roy, of Penn State University, explains that ANCHI Crystals can impart, via epitaxial forces, their
particular structural information, with no material transfer at all, to liquids (or even solids) with which they are
in contact.”
If you Google “epitaxial” you will get sites of many high-tech semi-conductor and even super-conductor
companies. Why? What do super conductors have in common with ANCHI Crystals? The word epitaxial
indicates the ability to template and transfer what has been stored exactly. Both semi-and super conductors and
ANCHI Crystals utilize this trait.
Because crystals grow, former IBM scientist Dr. Marcel Vogel considered them to be “living” materials. Dr. Vogel
helped develop the liquid crystal technology used in our watches today, and was part of the group that learned
how to grow crystals in our laboratories. As a scientist, he became so fascinated with crystals that he devoted
his retirement years exploring their life-enhancing capabilities. He researched their ability to affect the body
in positive ways, and found this was partly due to their ability to organize and direct energy. All crystals are
organized; but ANCHI Crystals have this capacity plus so much more.
What makes ANCHI Crystals so rare?
ANCHI Crystals are rare both in their age and type of formation. ANCHI Crystals have been dated to be at least
1.6 billion years old. This places their formation at the first stage of earth’s geological history. ANCHI Crystals
are found in only one location on Earth. The site represents a “community” of over 50 crystals, including
tourmalines—the most common pyroelectric mineral—and quartz, the most common piezoelectric mineral.
Because of their age, these ancient crystals are opaque rather than clear in appearance. Young tourmaline
crystals are clear, and are usually dated to be a billion years younger than ANCHI Crystals. ANCHI Crystals are
truly Ancient Ones in the mineral family.
Dr. Al Falser, of the University of New Orleans, is familiar with the geographical aspects of ANCHI Crystal’s
site. Dr. Falser explains that only about 1% of all geological formations on Earth fall within the category of the
ANCHI Crystals site. In addition, less than 1% of these have the complexity, within the mineralogy that the
ANCHI Crystal geological formation has. ANCHI Crystals are rare indeed!

What makes ANCHI Crystals unique?
In scientific terms, every place on earth has its own geomagnetic field that contains a distinguishing set of
characteristics, like a thumbprint. In rare instances, the geomagnetic pattern is so powerful it can transfer the
characteristics of that site into crystalline minerals, thus creating a unique mineralogical geo-imprint as in the
case of ANCHI Crystals. This unique geo-imprint is the source of the ANCHI field of Chi, or life force.
Wherever the crystals go, the ANCHI field goes. Many people buy crystals for the crystals’ specific properties.
In the case of ANCHI Crystals, it is not the specific crystalline or mineral properties that are sought; rather it
is the geo-imprint or field around them that they carry that is prized. This imprint cannot be duplicated and
distinguishes ANCHI Crystals from all other crystals and minerals in the world. Just as Dead Sea Salts can only
come from the Dead Sea, ANCHI Crystals are found only at the ANCHI Crystals site.
How long do my ANCHI Crystals last?
ANCHI Crystals will last a lifetime. They have already existed for 1.6 billion years! The original pouches will not,
of course. Some people transfer the crystals to a new pouch with deep personal meaning.
Why is ANCHI considered a Manifestation Tool?
Ancient Masters taught that the first step in successful manifestation was to synchronize the chakras. This
allowed the practitioner to be unified to the Forces that responded to their requests. Many practitioners of
meditation and the Law of Attraction do not realize they must first link to the Field of Potential. By first
connecting, results are much more likely to happen.
How do I use them?
ANCHI Crystals may be safely used anywhere on the body. Generally, they are placed on the heart, forehead, or
stomach, as well as on areas of pain. They do not require focus or meditation. The ANCHI field does not alter
mental faculties. They can be used any time throughout the day and are great to have while driving or traveling.
It is highly recommended to use them to synchronize your systems before sleep by placing a pouch on your heart
or another desired area. It is acceptable that they fall off the body during the night and remain in the bed. Your
own insights can be the greatest source of where to place ANCHI Crystals.
Are there any negative effects from ANCHI Crystals?
There are no known negative effects. It is important to correlate your ANCHI pouch to your needs. On occasion,
people who have too strong a pouch for them will have the urge to remove the pouch. If so, simply remove some
of the crystals from your bag. If the pouch is placed over an area where there has been injury, mild discomfort is
sometimes felt at first as the old energetic patterns are reorganized. However, none of these conditions are harmful.
The only “caution” is to know that once you have experienced ANCHI, you will not want to be without it! As one
user eloquently said, “You do not buy ANCHI Crystals, you adopt them. Most users carry them everywhere they go.
How do I know what size to buy?
ANCHI Crystals are available in 6 oz. and 1.5 oz. pouches. The 6 oz pouches are for general use. 1.5 oz pouches are
used as pocket pieces. Women will often place them in their bra for continuous contact with ANCHI throughout
the day. Many people buy several pouches so they may have them on more than one location. Multiple pouches
may also be used if you weigh over 175 lbs or if you have a painful area and wish to place the pouches there. You
may use two pouches so you may have them over 2 areas at the same time, such as your heart and your head.

Is there a problem if other people touch or use my ANCHI Crystals?
Many people feel very personal about their crystals, and this is understandable. However, ANCHI Crystals
quickly adapt to interact with each person and their particular situation. The ability to immediately interact with
each person and their ever-changing moments is one of the reasons the ANCHI field is so powerful. If another
person holds or uses your crystals, do not worry about any interference with your own connection to them. The
crystals will quickly adapt back to your specific field upon their return, and will work to balance your specific
energy patterns.
How do I clean or recharge my ANCHI Crystals?
If you feel your ANCHI Crystals need to be recharged, simply place them in sunlight to refresh their energy.
Why are ANCHI pouches not completely filled?
The ANCHI Crystal pouch is meant to conform to body contours. Many people place them over places of pain
or areas that need support. Completely-filled pouches are stiff and have no flexibility. Partial filling allows the
pouches to mold to the desired location such as knees, head, etc. The pouches are sold by weight. The exact
amount of ANCHI Crystals in a generous container is simply a matter of convenience and a more pleasurable
tactile experience for the user.
After continued use, why does my ANCHI pouch seem to have fewer crystals?
In some instances, constant use causes the crystals to rub against one another in such a way that the crystals
become smaller in size. The weight of the crystals is the same. Since the effect of the crystals is based upon
weight, the effect remains the same.
Are ANCHI Crystals gathered with respect?
The owners of the mine have a strong sense of stewardship and integrity. They practice non-traditional, holistic
mining practices. They keep the Community of the Crystals, meaning the combination of every mineral found in that
geographic location, complete and together just as they were formed in synergy 1.6 billion years ago. They also utilize
all they gather. They allow no harsh chemical processing. The only processing of ANCHI Crystals is for the purpose of
size reduction. Above all, nothing that would harm or alter the unique geo-imprint of ANCHI Crystals is allowed!
OUR DESIRE FOR YOU: The Optimum State of Wholeness is a natural state. It feels natural and we operate
efficiently. While using the ANCHI Crystals, we have a sense of well-being even during difficulty, and are always more
productive. Our life force, or Chi, flows freely with the strength and harmonization of the original ordained life force
patterns. There are certain factors that must come together synergistically in order for this optimum state of wholeness
to occur. One way to create this natural synergy is to faithfully use your ANCHI Crystal field. They can be used any
time throughout a busy day to quickly re-align your energy flows. They do not require separate concentration nor do
they interfere with your work, daily activities, focus or relaxation. Enjoy your ANCHI in Health and Harmony!

Testimonials
The ANCHI field works differently for everyone. Do not expect the same results as experienced by others.

Testimony: “So many people have studied The Law of Attraction and The Secret and they don’t understand
why they do not manifest what they intend. I’ve found the ANCHI Crystals to be the missing ingredient. Being
congruent originating from gratitude, and having your electrical system be congruent, is the first step—and I’ve
had amazing results.”
~ Lynn Barrett, entrepreneur
Testimony: “I used to drive 300 miles a day on long trips. When I began to utilize the ANCHI field, I began
driving 500 miles a day. I am not a person who “feels” something when I hold ANCHI Crystals but I know the
principles are sound and that I crave them by instinct. I would not think of going to sleep without setting my
systems for the night.”
~ Glynda
Testimony: “I am a skeptic by nature; however, when I had chronic stomach pain I was willing to try the
ANCHI field. To my surprise, the pain left. I now sleep with ANCHI Crystals every night.”
~ Laurel
Testimony: I suffered a skull fracture 20+ years ago and have had over 20 surgeries and procedures, none of
which were related to the head injury. I also suffered from degenerative disc disease and peripheral neuropathy.
The first day, I draped an ANCHI Athletic Wrap over my neck and the first day, I’d say I felt ill; it was as if all of
the pain stored in my body was gradually leaving and I’ve felt renewed and restored ever since. I’m never without
them!”
~ Janice
Testimony: “I was not a person who was interested in crystals nor had I ever used them for any purpose. I tried
them only because I hoped they might benefit my very serious liver condition that caused me pain and seriously
low energy. Within two weeks, the pain was gone, I had lots of energy again, and much more. Even without
those, the quality of my sleep alone was worth the cost of the pouch! My results include dramatically improved
health, sleep, energy, focus, and even my attitude has improved.
~ Joyce Morris, Author of How To Create Gold, A Step-By-Step Method
Testimony: “I have internal scar tissue in two areas of my body resulting from a surgical procedure, and from
neck ligaments that were torn in a motorcycle accident years ago. Placing the ANCHI Crystals on both of these
areas has helped to finally alleviate the pain I’ve been dealing with for years. I also sleep with them and use them
to ease floating rib pain.”
~ JA, head injury survivor
Testimony: My personal experience in regard to authentic ANCHI Crystals has been quite impressive in
the alignment of energy levels during business hours. One might use the words “more focused” or “clarity of
thought”. An additional positive aspect has been recognized in reference to evening sleep patterns. If awakened
in the night, the use of ANCHI Crystals has repetitively initiated in a stabilizing or calming effect. Better sleep
patterns have allowed me to awaken more energized and refreshed.”
~ Anthony, financial professional
Testimony: “The first thing I think of when I have pain is my Crystal Pouch. It’s gotten rid of headaches, made
injuries stop hurting, and it even makes waking up in the morning easier.”
~ Joseph, student

Testimony: “At work, my crystals work for me. I sit on them, hold them, put them between my back and chair,
under my tired feet, or put them under my water bottle. They are always at work for me. I wouldn’t leave them
home unless I was staying there.”
~ Ora, administrative assistant
Testimony: I’ve had internal surgery and recently over-extended myself physically. Thought I had undone what
the surgeon repaired for me, as I was in serious pain for several weeks. I began by sleeping with the ANCHI
Crystals, then I thought to place the pouch over the surgical area while I watched a movie. I did this for two
evenings in a row. To my delight and gratitude, the pain was completely gone by the end of the second night’s
movie!”
- IE, executive assistant
Testimony: “When I initially picked up a bag of crystals, I was amazed at how my energy become balanced,
calmer. I also began experiencing an overall sense of well-being and mental clarity. I had been experiencing
some knee pain and when I placed the crystals on my knee, the pain subsided. I had been having difficulty
sleeping but with a pouch of crystals, I am sleeping soundly and awaken fully rested and alert. Being a registered
Nurse, I believe our bodies can crave what nature has provides for us, and I know these crystals make a
difference in how good I feel. I now carry them with me all the time.”
~ Diane, RN
Testimony: “You asked for a testimonial and all I could think was, ‘I make sure that I have the pouch with me
everywhere I go.’ That’s testimonial enough!”
~ Ellen, personal trainer, business woman
Testimony: “The sleep I have with these crystals are beyond explaining. You just have to experience it and then
you’ll never sleep without them again. This is just what I needed for good sleep while I’m staying in different
hotels around the country.”
~ BD, CEO
Testimony: “The ANCHI Crystals have balanced my energy and are better than caffeine for keeping me
energized. The sleep I have with them is like I imagine sleeping in Heaven would be. Every morning I get up and
say, “I slept in Heaven again.”
~ Xander, teenager
Testimony: “I have wonderful things to report about the crystals. We placed the pouch between our pillows
and we both slept soooo well. I haven’t slept this soundly in a very long time. I also woke up this morning from a
flying dream. It’s been such a long time some since I’ve had one of these.”
~ Jocelyn, co-owner of Empress Coffee shops.
Testimony: “I needed to buy a second pouch because my girlfriend kept taking mine home with her. She says
she sleeps better at night and feels better during the day. I’m glad about that, but I’m not giving my crystals up.”
~ Jason, program tester
Testimony: “These crystals increased my ability to energetically heal others. They are invaluable in my
practice.”
~ Erin, Doctor of Osteopathy
Testimony: As a victim of multiple strokes and a lupus sufferer, I was very skeptical of the possible benefits
that ANCHI Crystals could have on my life. Not only was I mistaken, but I am now unable to imagine my life
without them. After purchasing three pouches and seeing the immediate affect they had on my body, I am
convinced they indeed have many benefits and affects on my pain levels and clarity of thought.
~ Deed, stroke victim and lupus sufferer

Testimony: “ANCHI Crystals have a wonderful, calming effect on me when I’m driving in traffic or running
late. I notice that when I don’t use them for 2 days or more, I can feel the difference in attitude, motivation, and
mood. These are my feel FANTASTIC crystals. I go places without my husband, whom I love dearly, but I don’t
go without my ANCHI Crystals! I have more than one pouch so I don’t ever have to be without them.”
~ Jade, personal coach and business owner.
Testimony: “I experience more peace, ease and tranquility in my body since I’ve been using the ANCHI
Crystals.”
~ Richard, business consultant

